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About This Game

Help Annie build a farm and prepare for her wedding in Farm Tribe 2! This time around, you’ll need to restore a once glorious
mansion and return an old farm to life, all the while earning enough money for Annie's impending wedding ceremony. You’ll be
in charge of hiring and training workers, creating a thriving market and even building a farmyard! An excellent strategy game

with a fascinating plot and an unexpected ending.

Unique gameplay
Discover the secret of the old mansion

Prepare for the wedding!
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Well that was uh certainly a game. That made no sense. Why did the Prince turn evil? Why did things go from semi histoical to
fairy tale mash up?. I'm pretty positive I got this game in a bundle, lately I've been going through my 400+ Steam list of games
carefuly playing all of them and rating them, that eventually lead me to stumble upon Devils and Demons.

My first impression when I played it was "oh it's a nice little game", it isn't heavy on the computer, disk size or performance
wise so pretty much everyone can run it and the mechanics are simple and entertaining, a nice little game, but that's all I have to
say in it's favor to be honest.

It's clearly a pay to win microtransaction model of a cellphone game port, not the best one at it to be honest, but it's mildly
entertaining, what is NOT entertaining is how terribly it was ported and the price they set it at, I was going to recommend it to a
few friends of mine on Discord, thinking it was 2~3$, but after checking it's cost I found out it was priced at 10$, I was
shocked, this game is nowhere near being worth the price tag it was set at, at most you want to grab it from a bundle and not just
consider it a +1 trash game, it's worth giving a shot and playing it for a bit to see if it floats your boat, at least for a couple of
hours, but I wouldn't recommend shopping for it unless it was on sales.

It's pretty much a turn based strategy game in which you have action points to move or perform spells in a hex grid map, but the
music is average at best for this type of game and the animations are subpar, especially for it's price tag, STILL, it's a fun little
game that can keep you entertaining for a couple of hours maybe, if you're lucky enough to get it from a bundle or a huge
(75%+) discount.. I was unable to move the sphere. The controls seem to be completely broken.. Good, fun. High replay value.
Speedrunning potential is excellent.

The developer clearly has a lot of love for this project. It has a similar feel to Touhou games, in ways both good and bad. Melee
influence is limited to memes, references, and the ability to shine and dash around really fast.

It's fast-paced and controls are tight. In spite of framerate limited to 30fps, movement and shooting feels fluid. Boss fights are
tense, with interesting bullet patterns. The flexible utility of "shine" and the special attack for movement, offense, and defense
means that in any situation the player has many options - learning how to optimally act is very rewarding.

The tutorial does a great job and blends in as the first level. However, I wish there was somewhere to view all the control
options, or perhaps even rebind them. It's not obvious what alternative control schemes exist, and the default controller bindings
I just could not handle - pumping the trigger on an Xbox controller for every timed shot is exhausting.

Some aspects lack polish. One is collision with ladders and some kinds of walls; there's a chance of getting briefly stuck on
deceptively large hitboxes when trying to move past some obstacles.
Quality of the visuals varies, but generally works well. Graphics for key characters are nicely expressive, and the less refined
ones are fitting with the 4-color palatte and cheeseball style of the writing.
Music is great. The default audio balance seems off - especially noticeable since shooting in sync with the music is a key
mechanic - but audio sliders in the settings mean this is easily fixed.

Overall, game is good and super worth it. Short (though absolutely fair for $1), replayable, not overly difficult, fun to master.
Never waveshined so much before in my life.
I'd buy a pricier game with similar mechanics and a bit more polish in a heartbeat.. This is a great game but i have only one
problem with this game: there needs to be more maps other than that its great and you should definitly get it if you like
Bomberman. A little game that will make you very happy. You're never too old to play with toys.. Definetily brings WOW-
effect. I like music and visuals.

I've played it on my old PC (Phenom II x6 + Radeon HD 6950), mobile phone (Galaxy S6) as screen and Trinus VR. And it has
ran well on medium preset and with some lags on first scene on high precet. So high-end computer with expensive headset are
not required.. 2019 EDIT: 3 things in this review have now been adressed (Camera, Policies/Decisions, Names) and with these
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small things being removed the game is a much more enjoyable experience. For £15 it is still a bit expensive but if you love
management games then you should like this

It has a lot of potenial but in its current state can't really reccomend...

Things it does well (the good):
-Skill tree of your character
-Lots of variable factors regarding customers
-Recipe editor

Things it could improve on(the bad):
-Add custom soundtracks
-Add ability to build own buildings with custom factors (Obviously an endgame feature)
-Ocassionally when I move the camera it opens the name editor and my name ends up being (wwasdawawsdaswdasdaw) before I
realise what it has done...
-Explain the policies/decisions menu

Things that need to improve (the ugly):
-Tutorial (there virtually is none)
-Graphics aren't stunning (Ultra 1080p)
-Clunky and unituitive menus
-The camera is funny

I have refunded this game and have put it on my wishlist once more, will check it out again a few months down the line
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This game is original with the control and look great, but the AI put salt in my cup of coffee. The early version is hard. I will
wait the multiplayer for be able to play versus human.

I try it with other people in local and that was really great. Look like to be a good party.. Works with Oculus. Very basic game
of shooting basketballs and shooting a gun.
Targets are stationary at first in both then move to make it more difficult. Use site on gun.
Needs added content . Good for a few minutes.. All the pictures worked great, cool.. GR is a fun RPG set in the present day
instead of the usual (and a bit worn out) fantasy settings. It has a lot of characters that you can pick from the beginning and
because of that you will certainly want to experiment different parties to find the best. Another thing I can recommend is to
check all the barrels, crates and even bins for items. Good stuff to collect.

So it's certainly not the best game by this developer but it is one that shows effort and has among the best collection of artworks
by them. Your girlfriend in particular is gorgeous and definitely gave me an incentive to go after her (in Easy mode because I'm
not demented, in love maybe but demented I'm not)
. Seems they wanted to make a metroid-like game, but screwed up pretty bad.
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